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Abstract. Reinforcement Learning on physical robots is challenging, especially
when the robot only provides high-dimensional sensor readings, and must learn
a task in an environment for which no model is available. In this demonstra-
tion, a robotic wheelchair moves in a crowd of people. It is rewarded for mov-
ing fast, but punished when too close to a person or obstacle. Because the room
the chair will be is unknown, and because it is impossible to model how every
person moves, learning our go-fast task requires the use of model-free reinforce-
ment learning. We propose to use Bootstrapped Dual Policy Iteration [4], a highly
sample-efficient model-free RL algorithm, that we show needs only two hours to
learn to avoid obstacles on our wheelchair.

1 Algorithm

Bootstrapped Dual Policy Iteration [4] is a model-free actor-critic reinforcement-learning
algorithm for continuous states and discrete actions. Contrary to conventional actor-
critic algorithms [3], BDPI’s critic learns the optimal off-policy Q∗ function with a
variant of Q-Learning, instead of the on-policy Qπ function. BDPI’s actor learning rule,
based on Conservative Policy Iteration [2], is able to use several off-policy critics. The
combination of highly sample-efficient off-policy critics, and a smart actor learning
rule, makes BDPI one or two orders of magnitude more sample-efficient than state-of-
the-art algorithms. Because the sample-efficiency of BDPI increases with the amount
of computation done per time-step, we extend BDPI by processing many batches of ex-
periences and many critics in parallel, ala Hogwild! [1], instead of sequentially training
each critic on each set of experiences. This allows to fully utilize the 32 cores of an
AMD Threadripper 2990WX machine, maximizing the amount of learning that hap-
pens per time-step.

2 Setting, Task and Safety

The reinforcement-learning agent running on the wheelchair is able to observe a 160-
dimensional vector of distance readings, produced by a webcam pointing towards the
front of the wheelchair, with a simple edge-detection algorithm. We assume a smooth
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Fig. 1. Left: our motorized wheelchair in a 4-by-4 meters area. Right: BDPI is the only algorithm
able to learn to avoid obstacles in 2 hours, and even outperforms a good human-designed policy.
Our demonstration is a slightly more challenging task, as obstacles will be people, and the agent
will be able to clear its throat to try to get people to make way for it.

floor, with few/weak edges on it, and observe that obstacles (shoes, people, walls) pro-
duces strong edges. The agent has access to four actions: going forwards, turning left,
turning right, and emitting a slight coughing sound. Actions are executed every half-
second. Over two hours, this leads to only 14K actions being executed, an immense
sample-efficiency challenge for an agent observing a 160-dimensional continuous in-
put. A positive reward is given whenever the agent goes forwards. A negative reward
is given when the agent is too close to an obstacle (less than 40cm), or if any person
presses the punish button on the wheelchair.

Because the wheelchair will move in the crowd of people looking at the demonstra-
tions, safety is critical. The wheelchair will run at its slowest setting, a backup policy
prevents the chair from going to close to an obstacle, the off-button of the wheelchair
is easily accessible from all sides, and one of the authors will always be closely super-
vising the chair. Our demonstration requires one power plug and 1 square meter for our
infrastructure. This demonstration can be contained in a 4 × 3 meters area, but would
be more interesting if the chair is allowed to move amongst people.
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